Jeff

The blower motors for two blowers, one at the elementary school and one at the middle school, were removed on 8/18/09 for repair by Walco Electric. Walco reinstalled the blower motors on 9/23/09 and restarted them. A sensor on the elementary school blower is still malfunctioning, and is scheduled to be replaced on 10/26/09.

Indoor air monitoring was conducted at both schools on 8/27/09 and 9/15/09, and no changes in conditions from previous monitoring events, or exceedances of RAWP standards, were detected. An additional round of indoor air monitoring will be conducted this week. The next quarterly monitoring round will be conducted in November 2009.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Donna Holden Pallister, PE, LSP
Senior Engineer
LFR Inc. an Arcadis Company
300 Metro Center Boulevard, Suite 250
Warwick, RI 02886-1751
main: 401-738-3887
cell: 401-255-9619
fax: 401-732-1686
www.lfr.com